APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
GREY BONDING PRIMER & VIRTUAL GREEN® CHROMA KEY PAINT

Congratulations on your decision to use the world’s most advanced chroma key paint and primer system.

IF YOU INTEND TO USE YOUR CYC AS A GREEN SCREEN – AND YOU INTEND TO USE PRO CYC’S PRO MATTE® FLOORING – YOU MUST USE PRO CYC’S GREY BONDING PRIMER AND PRO CYC’S VIRTUAL GREEN® CHROMA KEY PAINT TO GET THE BEST POSSIBLE COLOR MATCH.

PRO CYC’S VIRTUAL GREEN® PAINT IS TRANSLUCENT AND PRO CYC’S GREY BONDING PRIMER IS SPECIFICALLY TINTED TO INFLUENCE THE FINAL COLOR OF THE VIRTUAL GREEN® PAINT.

PRO CYC’S VIRTUAL GREEN® PAINT IS SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR USE IN TELEVISION AND MOTION PICTURE VIRTUAL REALITY PRODUCTION STUDIOS. THIS PAINT IS INTENTIONALLY THICK AND SHOULD NOT BE THINNED.

Please review your shipment to make sure all items listed on your quote match up to the items shipped. If there is a discrepancy, please call us right away to get the problem resolved.

1. Tools
You will need the following tools & supplies:

- 9" paint roller covers with 3/8" nap
- 9" paint roller covers with 3/4" nap

STIR THE VIRTUAL GREEN® CHROMA KEY PAINT THOROUGHLY.

Apply a generous first coat of Pro Cyc’s Virtual Green® Paint using a 3/8" nap roller cover. Use a 3" or 4" wide roller in the base of any corners. This will help prevent lines and streaks caused by larger rollers.

WAIT FOR EACH COAT OF PAINT TO DRY COMPLETELY BEFORE APPLYING THE NEXT COAT.

Apply a generous second coat of Pro Cyc’s Virtual Green® Paint using a 3/4" nap roller cover. Use a 3" or 4" wide roller in the base of any corners. This will help prevent lines and streaks caused by larger rollers.

In some cases, apply a generous third coat of Pro Cyc’s Virtual Green® Paint using a 3/4" nap roller cover. Use a 3" or 4" wide roller in the base of any corners. This will help prevent lines and streaks caused by larger rollers.

THE 3/4" NAP ROLLER COVERS USED ON THE FINAL COAT(S) OF PAINT WILL LEAVE AN “ORANGE PEELED” TEXTURE. THIS TEXTURE IS INTENTIONAL – IT HELPS TO TRAP LIGHT INSTEAD OF REFLECTING IT BACK TO THE CAMERA.

Repaint as often as necessary over the life of the cyc.

5. Questions?
Please give us a call at: (503) 723-7448.

You can also email us at: info@procy.com
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